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i
EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES IN POLISH AGRICULTURE

1. Introductory remarks

We define the technology /technique/ of production as a manner of coin-

biasing basic production factors: labour, technical means /capital/ and

land. We describe the technology of productions with various technical

coefficients which have the form of the coefficients of input absorption

i:e. the input—output relation /Хi:У/ or coefficients of input combina-
tion i.e. the input—input relation /Х : ~i and Х~ : Xi/ and also with
the parameters of a multi--Factor production function /Y = А гî Xei/, which
are sort of technical coefficients

We define the effectiveness of technology as quantity relations /at
a given technology! between the effects and the inputs of production fac—
tors. These relations can have а. form of coefficients of partial produc-
tivity of inputs /У:Хi/, coefficients of total productivity of inputs
/Y : Xi/ or substitution rate of inputs /dХ .:dXi/.

J
When aggreageting the inputs and effects we have strictly observed

the rule in order that they have the form of streams. The production. fас-
tors have been given the form of streams in the following way:

the input of land has been calculated by multiplying the agri—
cultural land area, the market price of land the interest rate /0,06/;

— the inputs of capital have been obtained âs a sun of purchased
materials and services and inputs of fixed assets that have been brought
to the fora of streams by appropriate rates of depreciation /2.5 for

buildings, 8.5 ô for machiner and 5 ô for water facilities and permanent
crop plantations/; and .
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— the labour inputs have been defined by multiplying the number
of persons fully employed in agriculture, the standard annual worktime
/2100 hours/ and an assumed hourly rate in agriculture /12.5 z per hour/.

Nost calculations have been made in fixed, 1971 prices.

There are two nain sources of technological change in agricultural
production:

a/ changes in the resources of production factors used in agricul-
ture /and + their quality/;

b/ changes in the level of technical and agricultural knowledge._

The reflection of the first type of change is the substitution of
production factors and the changes of the second type are refledted by
the technical and agricultural progress /conceived as the totality of
improvements in the organization of work and in the methods of plat pro—
duction and animal breeding/.

The technical and agricultural agro-technical progress normally
leads to a reduction of all coefficients of input absorption /or, in
other words, to an increase of coefficients of input productivity/,
though in varying degrees, depending on the type of innovation.

Instead, the substitution both changes the coefficients of the in—
put combination and the, coefficients of input absorption /i .e. the par
tial coefficients of input productivity/. These changes usually go in
different directions — an increase of some coefficients is accompanied
by a decline of others.

Thus, the effectiveness of technological changes in production is
a total of effects of the substitution process and agro—technical prog—

rress. The present paper attempts to quantify these effects.
In the today's agriculture both the intensity of substitution and

of agro—technical progress /i.e. also the intensity of technological
change/ are déteгцтined by the supply of modern technical means and pro—
duction services for agriculture. Therefore the changes in the technical
equipment of agriculture are regarded as the principal determinant of
technological change. Other determinants include the ability of the agri—
cultural sector to finance the technological change; the conformity of
changes in prices of production factors with the changes in technology;.
the maturity of the social and technical infrastructure; and other minor
factors.

These areas, albeit to a small estent, will be also a subject of
our considerations. ,.
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r . 2. Main directions of technological changes

in Polish agriculture

ir/.

_

In the quarter of century from 1950 to 1975 the aggregated input of pro-
duction factors rose by 30 °. Two types of changes were part of it: a
small decline in the land and labour inputs and a substantial increase
/nearly,fivefold/ of capital inputs. As a consequence of these changes
the share of labour inputs in total inputs decreased from 72 •to •45 % and
the share of land input from 15 to -10 ô. Instead ,the share of capital in—
puts rose from 13 to 45 The fast increase of capital input contributed
to a relatively fast increase in the technical equipment of labour /an
average of 6.5 ô annually/ in spite of very slow outflow of agricultural
labour force. Equally fast grew the intensity of land use /Table 1./.

These facts prove that in the analyzed period a far—going transfor—
mation of production technology took place in the Polish agriculture.
The Table 2, containing the basic technical coefficients of production
technology in the Polish agriculture in the period 1950-1975 illustrates
this transformation in a detailed way.

As can be seen, there was in this period an ample increase in the
use of modern production means: mineral fertilizers, compound feeds,
herbicides, improved seeds, tractors, combine harvesters, electric power,
fuels and others. Moreover, increase was not only per unit of labour or
land but also per unit ' of farnx'output. There was . a substantial change in
the structure of the energy power in agriculture: in the fifties horses
were the dominant power element /83 ,ô/ and at present dominant the mecha—
nical engines /80 ô/. In 1960 the nain source of energy used in thé pro-
cess of work were food for men and feeds for draught—horses - their share
was anointing to 85 , the _rest consisted of liquid fuels and electricity;'
in 1975 the energetic value of fuels and electric power equalled the
energetic value of food and feed /i.e. 50 ô each/. It is projected that
in 1980 the proportion of 65:35 will be achieved /Table 3./.

All these changes were accompanied by a growing energy—intensity of
agriculture. In 1950 the use of energy contained in mineral fertilizers,
pesticides, liquid fuels, electric power, agricultural machinery and im-
ported feed was 5.5 billion Meal in 1950,  17 billion Meal in 1960 and,
some 65 billion Meal in 1975. The energy use per one calory of the final
agricultural product /both home consumed and exported/ rose from 0.2 cal
in 1950 to 0.5 in 1960 and 1.4 cal in 1975.

Despite the doubtless progress the production technology in Polish
agriculture continues to be insufficiently modern: above all it is very



labour-intensive. This is true especially in the individual farms, a

large part of which is unable to avail of technological and organization-

al innovations due to the size of farms and insatisfactory demographic

situation. It is estimated that the rate it mechanization of word in ag-

riculture does not. exceed 40 â. Only some activities in crop production

are highly mechanized /tillage, cereal harvesting, plant protection/. In

animal production the principal activities /giving fodder, removing

manure -, watering animals/ are mechanized only to the degree of some 10 ô.

In the Polish agriculture sine 3 to 4 times as much labour input is

required to produce the unit of farm output than in the Western Europe:

at the same time, however, the equipment of labour with the technical

means and land is also 3 to .4 times lower than in Westегn Europe /Graph.]/.
The international comparisons lead to a conclusion that the produc-

tion technology used in Polish agriculture tends to be more land-saving

than labour-saving. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the

difference in the land-intensity of far production /or land productiv-

ity! in Poland and in Western Europe is relatively small - on the whole

it does not exceed 25 â.

Similar conclusions can be arrived at when observing the changes in

the dynamics and structure of capital inputs in the Polish agriculture

in the period 1960-1975. These changes have been shown in the Table 4.

Taking as a criterion the function in the production рrocéss the inputs
of means of production and services were divided into three types:

a/ thè inputs stimulating the рroduction growth
/or in other words, land-saving!;

b/ inputs substituting for labour; and . ,

c/ inputs protecting production processes against .the

disturbing influence of natural environnent. .. .

In the 15 years under review the production stimulating inputs rose

3.5 times . and their share in the total capital inputs rose from 52 ô to
63 '. Instead of the labour substituting inputs rose by 2.6 times and

their share declined from 25 to 23 ô. In the increment of capital inputs
in the period 1960-1975 the share of the former inputs amounted to near-
ly 70 ô and the 'share of the latter inputs amounted only to 22 ¶ô. The

above trends are largely a consequence of stressing the аxiiaizаtiоn of
growth offarm output as the main development objective of the Polish

agricultural policy. The system of regulation instruments, the system

supply of production means for agriculture and - consequently - . the di

rections and the dynamics of transformation of agricultural production
technology are all subordinated to this ~8npremе objective.
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The economic policy in Poland has ample possibilities to influence

the transformation of agricultural production technology, including the

directions and the dynamics of these transformations as well as its

antra-farm allocation. Above all, it is practically the only supplier of

the means of production and production services for agriculture. It can

also influence the change of production technology through prices, cred-

it, scientific and technological information, public investment, legis-

lation etc. Finally, it can use such an important steering instrument as

creation of demand for manpower in agriculture.

The complex agrarian structure in Poland consisting of 1700 thousand

farms of the size of 0.5-5 hectares covering 25 ô of total agricultural

land area, 900 thousand farms of the size of 5-10 hectares covering 30

of area, 400 thousand farms of the size of 10-30 hectares covering 20 ô

of area and 10 thousand state and cooperative farms of the size of

100-3000 hectares /20 J of area/ does not permit to foster a uniform

technology of farm production. In particular, it does not allow to intro-

duce to agriculture a uniform system of labour-saving technical means

/including the building equipment/. It is less difficult in this regard

to introduce land-saving technical means.

As evidenced by the experience of various highly developed countries,

modern technology can be applied in agriculture simultaneously in various

variants, in relation to the differentation of the size of farms. In Po-

land such differentiation is facing numerous difficulties, the principal

among them being the underdevelopment of the industry producing means of

agricultural production as well as underdevelopment of the social and

technical infrastructure in rural areas. Therefore, the entire branches

of agriculture /such as cattle, fruit, vegetable and industrial crop

,production/ are virtually deprived of the access to the modern techno-

logies. There are also difficulties in complementing so called techno-

logical.sets in these branches, which dispose of modern technologies /for

instance cereal production/. The fragmentation of technology leads in the

conditions of limited supply of technical means to .an increasing techno-

logical gap between various farms, and between agriculture and industry

as well as to a desintegration of technology at the level of various

branches and to formation of various "bottlenecks", which reduces the ef-

fectiveness of technolgical changes.

This is why the economic policy in Poland deeply intervenes into
the allocation of means of production, including such a drastic instru-
ment as rationing.



A relatively broad access to modern technical means of production

have state'. and coopérative farms. For instance, their share in productive
investment /without the agricultural service units/ is close to b0 J.
The access of individual farms to technical means of production aid to

land, which also determines largely the rate of technological change in

this sector, is much varied. To some extent also the insufficient pro-

pensity of individual farms to innovate is responsible for that in ad-.

dition to the agricultural policy of the government. A large part of in-
dividual farms is in the phase of either a simple reproduction /some

35 ô/ or a constrained reproduction /some 20 %/. Some 50 J of total in-
vestment in the individual sector is concentrated in about one fifth of

farms which show a very high dynamics of production in the range of 12 f

annually in the span of 8-10 years. These farms are granted priority in .

the provision of tractors, agricultural machinery and construction ma-
terials. It is assumed that nearly the entire increment of supply of

technical equipment for the individual sector in the period 1975-1980

will be concentrated in some 200 thousand specialized farms. They will

also be given opportunity to augment their size. It is difficult to say

whether such a selective diffusion of modern production technologies is

a right approach. At the present moment it is a necessity given the am

bitious .output targets and the limited availability :of technical equip-

ment. It should be also recognized that such a sweeping change in tech-

nology - a switch from manual to a highly riotorized technique within

10-15 years - exceeds the financial and in quite often also the adapta-
tive capacities of most small farms. The access of these farms to tech-

nical and scientific innovation is achieved through the system of agri-

cultural service units - which are :fairly .well developed in Poland -

such as agricultural circles /providing the mechanization and plant pro-

tection services/, agricultural extension and training units etc.

3. Effects of substitution of labour and land for capital

We can single out two types of substitution: absolute and .relative sub-

stitution. The absolute substitution is a replacement of the decreasing

production factors /i. e. manpower migrating from agriculture/ and the
relative substitution in replacing those production factors which would
have been needed to secure the growth of farm output if the change of
technology had not taken place.

As we have mentioned, so far .the absolute decrease in manpower and
land in agriculture has been small. It has been observed at a larger
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scale in the individual sector in connection with the shift of production
resources /mainly land/ to the state and cooperative sector. To make for
this decline in the production potential, the decreasing factors had to
be replaced by the capital inputs. We estimate that in the period 1960-
1975 nearly one third of increment of capital inputs in the individual
sector went to replace the diminishing /in an absolute way% production
factors and thus served to maintain an unchanged level of production;
the rest contributed to the increase of production. In such a situation
the effect of capital outlays should be counted as a sum of two compo-
nents: a real increment of production and a productive /or income/ equi-
valent of the actually replaced factors.

In the socialized sector taken as a whole the latter element does
not come into play, because there is no absolute substitution; converse-
ly, both land and manpower resources are on the increase.

Instead, there is a relative decrease of labour and land in all
sectors. Its size is very substantial.. Considering that in the period
1960-1975 the final /gross/ farm output rose by 50 ô one would expect

that by 1975 also the inputs of labour, land and capital would have in-
creased by 50 in the 1960 production technology were maintained. Thus
7.9 and not 4.8 million persons would have to be employed in agricul-
ture; 30 million hectares and not 19.2 million hectares would have to be
cultivated and the capital outplays would have to amount to 68 billion
zlotys and not to 131 billion zlotys. However, the .assumptions underly-
ing this calculation are not fully correct. In particular, the manpower
requirements grow more slowly than the farm output because the labour
inputs in agriculture are constant to a large extent /i.e. are indepen-
dent on the volume of output/. Manpower savings are due among others to
an increased scale of production, to higher yields and to higher. produc-
tivity of livestock. Thus, they are an effect of: a/ use of means which
increase the productivity of crops and animals, and b/ progress in plant
cultivation and in animal husbandry, in the organization of production
and in a better knowledge of biological processes etc. Our research has
found out that, taken agriculture as a whole, the manpower requirements
grow 2.5 times more slowly than the output. Thus in the period under re-
view /1960-75/ the means of mechanization could replace the work of some
1.5 million persons out of which the absolute substitution can be esti-
mated at some 0.5 million persons.

Using the equation of the curve of substitution L _ 775 gL ll0 Эб
/Graph 2./ and taking into account the above correction we can state
that the substitution of one working day in the period under review re
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quired an average of 32 zlotys of labour-saving Deans, and in the last f
quinquenniun /1971-1975/ already 48 zlotys. There are not the full costs a

of substitution of labour: they should include also the interest on the

fixed and circulating capital. The coefficient of transformation of in- j
puts into costs /f k/ can be formulated as follows: c

~
: J1 k =1+р. ti.

where: p = interest rate /0.06/, ti = lock-up time of the i-th component

of the capital inputs, ui = the share of the i-th component of these in-
puts in the total inputs of the labour-saving means.

Ву dividing the labour-saving means into fixed and circulating means
we obtain for the former: u = 1/3, t = 7, and for the latter u = 2/3,
t = 1. After appropriate calculations we have concluded that k = 1.18.

Thnis the cost of substituting one working day in the period 1960-75
cane be estimated at 38 zlotys and in the period 1971-75 at 57 zlotys.

In both cases this cost constitutes some 1/2 of the stipulated daily
pay for work in agriculture and 1/3 of the daily rate for hired labour.
Thus it can be concluded that so far, the substitution of labour has been
highly profitable.

Less unequivocal is the effectiveness of substituting capital for
land. The substitution relation between the land input and the land

.7saving, inputs is described by the equation Z = 490:820 55 /Graph 3./.
Using this equation one can conclude that in the period 1960-75 substitu-
taon of one hectare of agricultural land required some 2500 zlotys of
capital input, including some 3500 zlotys /in 1971 prices/ in the last
quinquennium /1971-.1975/. For the aggregation of inputs 1500 zlotys have
been assumed as the price of using land. It would mean that either the
substitution of land is unprofitable /though the weak demand for land

both by individual and socialized farms would seem to deny this or the
assuming price of land is too low. It seems that the truth lies inbe-
tween. For the individual farms the cost of using one .hectare of land
could be raised by the amount of lance tax which now averages 720
zlotys, i.e. to 2200 zlotys. In the socializеd farms the price of land
does not exist. The proxy of the price of land in the socialized farms
could be the cost of taking over and bringing into cultivation the land
passed on to the state by the individual farmers. This cost can be es-
tiniated at some 50 thousand zlotys per hectare. They have a for© of a
resource. Thus it would amount some 3000 zlotys per year. One way or
another, substituting technical means for land is 'not a profitable ope-
ration. The existence of this substitution can be explained by a strong



fostering of this process by the economic policy /i.e. raising prices of
agricultural products, subsidizing feeds and mineral fertilizers, financ-
ing of agricultural invеstrвent from the central budget, etc./, especially
in the period 1971-75 due to a fast increase of. incomes and to growing
demand for food.

4. Effectiveness of technological change in Polish agriculture

t the changes of technology of agricultural production in Poland are ac-
- companied by two-way changes of absorbtion coefficients, i.e. the input-

-output ratios and namely decline of labour-intensity and land-intensity
us of output and increase in capital-intensity /Table 5.'. The latter ten-

dency deserves a special attention because of its sharpness and possibly
adverse effects.

In the period 1960-75 the ratio of capital inputs to gross output
rose from 0.29 to 0.55 /in 1971 prices/ and the ratio of increment of
capital inputs to increment of gross output averaged 0.75. ,

In the last years the increment of capital input has been even high-
en er than the increment of gross output, which has resulted in a decline of

net agricultural product /in constant prices/.
The increase in the capital-intensity of agricultural production has

been due mainly to substitution processes, including the replacement of
technical equipment. Intersectoral reallocations of agricultural produc-
tion consisting in the increase of the share of socialized fares /using
much more capital-intensive technologies than individual farms/, as well
as inter-branch reallocations of agricultural production consisting in a
rising share of livestock production /which is more capital-intensive
than crop production/ also contributed to this process.

The experience of countries which has lived through the stage of
• technical reconstruction of agriculture proves that the increasing capi-

tal-intensity of agricultural production /especially with regard to fix-
edassеts/ is a transistional stage characteristic of the phase of an
intensive .reforming" of production technology. The Polish agriculture
is only entering this phase and as evidenced by the findings of various
projections, the capital-intensity of agricultural production will con-
tinue to grow in the next 10 years /especially the fixed assets; output
ratio/. The rising capital-intensity is often taken for a declining ef--
fectiveness of capital inputs. It is a very simplified approach since it
does not take into consideration the substitution effects of capital. It
would be equally wrong to take the decline in labour-intensity and in

1y
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land-intensity for an increase in the effectiveness of labour and land

inputs.

As а natter of fact, one does not really know what are actual
changes in the effectiveness /i.e. net productivity/ of inputs of single

production factors.

In order to assess this we have attempted to measure the net pro-

ductivity of labour /L/, land /Z/ capital inputs /C/ and agrotechnical

progress /u/ in the boo:±eeping individual farms in the period 1957/58
1973/74. We have used to this purpose the multifactoral production func-

tion. We have split the period under review into three sub-periods: the

sets of data for the sub-periods have consisted of cross-sectional and

time series data. And these ' are obtained production functions:

First sub—period Р= 5,96 Lo,484ho,592Z°'189е°'°°9н; h2 = 0,955/1957/58-1962/53/

5econd sub—period P = 8,91 
Lo,394Кo,606Zo,194еo,o14t; R2 = 

0,965
/1963/64-1968/69/

Third sub—period ' 
/1969/7-1973/741 

P _10,50 L°,345go,б4oZo,19oeo,ol,8t;  R2 = 0,968

Where: P = gross output in zlotys /current prices/,

L = labour inputs in days,

K = inputs of firmed assets /measured by depreciation/

and purchased matèrials and services in zlotys

/current prices/,

Z = agricultural land area in hectares and

t = time /1.2.../.

In turn, we have calculated thé rates of marginal productivity of

individual inputs. They are the following /cost of using individual In-

puts is given in brackets!:

First sub-period Third sub-period

dP/dL, zlotys per day 47/52/ 79/102/

dP/dZ, zlotys per hectare 1680/2000/ 3400/2300/

dP/dK, zlotys per zloty 1,67/1,18/ 2,21/1,18/

u , zlotys per year 450 1940
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As it results from the above data, the net productivity of inputs

of each factor has been rising, including capital productivity despite

the rise of the capital-output ratio in the bookkeeping farms from 0,36

to 0,46 /in fixed prices/ in the period under review. The comparison of

productivity of particular factors with the cost of their use proves

that the inputs of capital have been the most profitable and the inputs

of labour the least profitable. Taking agriculture as a whole the situa—

tion may be different. The detailed research proves that the efficiency .

of mineral fertilization is declining /Graph 4./ as well as use of con—

centrate feeds. It could mean that the effectiveness of all capital in—

puts is declining, too.

To sum up, however, the changes in the production technology do not

lead to deterioration of effectiveness of agricultural production but,

on the contrary, to its improvement.

It is supported by the changes in the relation of the output to the

inputs of all production factors /Table 5./. This relation, i.e. total

effectiveness of inputs, was rising by 0,9 ô annually in the period.
1960-1975. This improvement is a joint effect of agro—technical progress

and of the substitution of capital for labour. It is difficult to quan—

tify the impact of each particular factor on the improvement of the said

effectiveness.

• some light on this is thrown by the analysis. of unit—input changes

in the individual branches of agricultural production /Table 6./. In
crop production the effects both of the substitution process /visible in
a sharp decrease of unit labour inputs/ and of agrotechnical progress

/visible in a simultaneous decrease of unit inputs of capital, labour

and land/ have become evident. Thus the progress in crop production was

all inputs—saving as well. In livestock production the decline of unit

inputs of labour has been observed. This is undoubtedly an effect of

both substitution /especially in the state farms, Whére the mechanization

of livestock servicing grew substantially/, as well as of organizational

improvements /increased scale of production/. Instead, the share of zoo—

technical progress, has been — as it seems — rather small, since no

decline of capital—intensity, which usually such a progress accompanies,

has been noted.

The improvement of the effectiveness of inputs in the period 1960-

1975 should be assessed as not significant. In many countries the impro—
vement was more substantial: 1,7 ô in the USSR /1950-1970/; 1,8 ô in the
USA /1950-1972/; 2 ô in Mexico /1940-1965/ and in the Federal Republic
of Germany /1962-1972/, 2,8 J in Finnland /1950-1969/ and 4,6 j in France
/1957-1972/.  

.
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• It was also too low to compensate for rising cost of use of produc-
tion factors, especially labour /as a result of .a high increase of in-
comes of non-agricultural .population/. In the period 1960-1975 the daily
rates for hired labour rose 2.3 times /from 80 to 180 zlotys/. Even high-
er was the increase of consumption éхpenditures of farmers per working
day /from 52 to 142 zlotys/. There was also an increase of prices for
means of agricultural production /by 30 %/ and of the cost of land use
/by 20 0/, but these increases were relatively low. Changes in the rela—
tion of prices of production factors were providing an incentive to
change the production technology, and especially so to substitute labour.
However, inadequate supply of means of mechanization and limitation of
manpower migration from agriculture were an obstacle to thus process. It
could not but lead to a sharp increase of costs of agricultural produc—
tion. For instance, in individual farms in 1960-1975 the cost of produc-
tion of grain cereals rose from 215 to 396 zlotys; of potatoes from 62
to 144 zlotys; of sugar beet from 33 to 118 zlotys, of milk from 230 to
450 zlotys;  o f pigs from 1800 to 4100 zlotys; and of eggs from 2500 to
4600 zlotys.

It can be estimated that the cost of .physical unit of gross output
rose by some 5 ô . annually in the period 1960-1975 In these conditions
the improvement of effectiveness of inputs /less than 1 ô annually/ could
only partly attenuate the economic difficulties of agriculture.

5. Financing the changes in production technology

The changes in agricultural technology are accompanied by a sharp in-
crease in the material, financial and information linkages of agriculture
with the remaining sectors of national economy. It is enough to say that
in the course of the last l5 years the supplies of materials, investment
goods and services to agriculture were rising dome 10 ô annually, ins-.
stead the gross output of agriculture was rising some 2.9 a annually.
In 1960 the supplies of capital goods amounted to 25 j of gross output,
in 1970 45 Q and iii 1975 66 ; their increment was 40 ô higher than the ,
increment of gross output /in 1971 prices/. At the same time, labour
costs rose sharply too. Thus it is understandable that without financial
strengthening by the budget the technological changes in agriculture
would have been impossible. Financing the technological changes in agri-
culture by the state took a form of price increase and extension of cred-
its and subsidies. In the period 1960-1975 prices of agricultural pro-
ducts rose . b a. The effect ofy 68 J price ,increase j120 billion zlotys/
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was a direct source of 2/3 increment of gross revenues of agriculture
/.the remaining part being an effect of increase output/.

It is true that meanwhile there were also price increases for means
of production and for çonsuner goods but the price changes were on the
whole benefical for agriculture. In particular they were a strong in-
centive to use land-saving techniques /stimulating growth.of output/. .

There was also substantial increase in the subsidies /from 12 to 72
billion zlotys/ and credits. They were directed mainly to support the in-
vestment and current production activity.; from this source were covered
some 60 ô of outlays for augmenting the production assets and the use of
materials and production services. However, the financing of technologi-
cal change in agriculture by the state did not end here. Substantial
subsidies for the industrial branches producing agricultural means of
production should be also taken into account. These subsidies amounted
in 1975 to some 25 ô of the value of production means supplied to agri
culture. At present, as a result of the price reform of July 1976, a
large part of those subsidies has been removed, but this has only a tem-
porary character.

It should be noted that despite such an intensive financial injec-
tion the income parity of agricultural population did not improve /in .
relation to the incomes of non-agricultural population/. Also the tech-
nological gap between agriculture and industry has not been filled: on
the contrary it has widened; as manifested .by the fact that the relation
of technical equipment of labour in industry and in agriculture rose
from 1.85 in 1960 to 2.14 in 1975./in 1971 prices/.
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. Gross farm output and production factors 1п Polish agriculture 1950,  1960,  1970,  1975

Items

1960
1950   197о

whole whole lndi- state state
and со- whole whole indi-. and со-иgri- agri-- о era- . vidual 
р agri- ' agri-- vidual

culture culture farm's tive  culture culture farms tive 
. farmsa farmsa.

1975

Gro в s output:
- at 1971 prices /billion zlotys/
-. at current prices / " п /
Productive fixed asвets, at
1971 prices /billion zlotys/b
Etnрlоymепt /thousand persons!.
Agricultural land /thousand ha/

Pûrchased materials and services
at 1971 prices /billion zlotys/

Total inputs of production factors
at 1971 prices /billion zlotys/
including '/%/
а- labour
- capitalc
- land . . .

Fixed assets per person employed
/thousand zlotys/
Agricultural land area. per person
employed .
Capital inputs per 1 ha of agricul- -
tural land /thousand zlotys/

125,о 157,0 138,8 18,1 198,3 237,9 184,б 50,4
:

. 121,5 107,6 13,9 183,1 294,5 228,9 62,3

472 .548  ' 4 12 93 684 850 570 228'

5 ,410 5 290 4 870 420 4 895 .4 820 4 265 544
20 440 20 090 17 420 2670 195 210 19 210 15 180 3620

12,3 '.27,6 19,8 7,8 61,3 100,4 62,1 33,8

204 218 190 26,5 247 290 219 63

72 б5 69 43 54 45 53 23
13 21 17 42 34 45 37 68
15 . 14 14 15 12 , 1о 10 9
87 1о4 85 ..2г1 ; 140 176 134 42о

3,8' 3,8 3,б б,4 4,0 4,0 3,6 6,7

1,3 2,3 1,8 4,2 4,4 : 6,8 5,3 11,9,

aStatè and cooperative fares /inclusive of workers
fixed assets in agricultural circles. clncluding
fixed assets /measured by depreciation/.

plots/. bincluding the basic stock; without
purchased.nnaterials and services and inputs of

source; Authors' own calculations based on the data of the Central Statistical Office and
Institute of Agricultural Economics. .
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Table 2. Basic technical coefficient of agricultural production
in Poland, 1950-1975

Items

. 1975 

whole state-

1950 196о 197о agri- and со- indi- 
си1 орега- vidua~l- 

tive farms
~гturc fат 
sa

1 3 4 5 б .7

Use of mineral fertilizers /NPK/
- per 1 ha of agricultural

land /kg/
- per 1 grain unit of principal
. crops kg/

Use of pesticides and herbicides
per 1 ha of harvested area /kg/
- share of herbicides /%/

Use of electrical energy
- per 1 ha of agricultural

land /kWh/
- per 1 grain unit of agricul-

tural production /kwh'
- per person employed in

agriculture /kwh/

Use of liquid fuels
- per 1 ha of agricultural

land /kg/
per 1 grain unit of agricul-
tural production /kg/

5upplies of improved seeds per
1 ha of area under cereals /kg/

Power in agriculture
- per 1 ha of agricultural

land /h.p./
per person employed ii
agriculture /h.p./

- per 10 grainnits of agri-
cultural production /h.p./

- share of animal draught
power ‚%‚

Agricultural land area
per tractor /ha/
- average power of tractor
/h.p./

Number of combine- harvesters per
1000 ha of sown area
- share of combine harvested

land under grains ‚%‚

18 . 38 12в 180 30в 152

1,6 2,7 7,2 9,0 19,5 7,2

о,4 3,8 3,4 4,1 .

0 1 12 27

7 30 74 155 236 136
0,3 1,2 2,3 3,9 6,6 3,3

26 113 300 61б 1640 483

3 13 38 73 165 52

0,2 о,5 1,2 1,8 4,5 1,3

. 30 6о 79 160 67

о,6 0,8 1,4 2,о _ 1,9 2,о
2,2 . 3,2 5,6 8,о 13,о 7,2

3,о 3,3 - 4,3 5,о 5,3 5,0

83 68 39, 24 3 29

72о 32о 87 48 39 50

22,2 30т7 31,0 32,9 36,5 31,3

0 о,3 1,7 2,6 1о,4 '1,5

о 3 15 25 lii 17



-1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Use of compound feeds
per 1 feeding unit ‚kg'

- per 100 kg of live-weightd
livestock unitd /kg/

Farm output per person employed
/grain units/

Farm output per ha of agricul-
tural land /grain units

astate and cooperative farms.

50 25о 330 485 29о
14 бо в0 1о 1 71

73 98 133 157 240 145

19 26 33 40 37 41

bindividual farms and agricultural circles.

СNominal power of mechanical engines and draught horses.
dFollowing conversion rates have been applied: 100 kg pig / liveweight/ =
83 kg cаttlé or poultry /liveweight/ = 625 liter milk = 2000 egs.
Source: Authors' own calculations.



Table 3. 'Iork-energy sources in Polish agriculture, 1960 and 1975
й

Items

Total use
/пnillion Мса1/

Use per. 1 laical of
consumed and exported
agricultural products.

1960 1975• incre-
ment 1960 1975 incre—

пent

Food productsa

Feed for horses

Liquid fuelsb

Electric energy

Total

6820 6560

9 750 9 720

• 2 65о 13 7г0

52о 2 560

—260

3о
11 07о

2 040

19 .740 32 560 12 820

0,19

0,27

0,07

0,01

0,14

0,21

о,29

0,05

—0,02

—0,00

1,02

о,19

о,54 0,70 1,19

aConsumed by persons employed in agriculture per year.

bincluding agricultural circles.

Source: Authors' own estimates based on the data by the Central
Statistical Office aid Institute of Agricultural Economics,
XTarsaw.
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Table 4. Haterial inputs in Polish agriculture in 1960 and 1975
/1971 prices/

Type of input

Value
/billion zlotys/

S t rtac ture ,
/о/ mere-.

nient
1960 1975 1960 1975

Total material inputs

External inputsb
Internal inputs

Total

45,3 131,о 29 45 62
109,0 161,о 71 55 3в
154,3 292,о 100 10о 100

External inputs by type

Materials and services 27,6 100,4 61 ?7 . 85
including: .

1/ Naterials of agricultural 
11
' 
4 49

' 0 25 37 44origin .
_ feed 7т3 30,1 16 23 27.
- seeds and breed animais 4,1 18,9 9 14 17

2/ Inputs of industrial origin e 11,2 35,5 . 25 . 27 28
- mineral fertilizers, pesti- 3~ g 13, б 8 14 17cides and herbicides
= fuels and elctric energy 3,4 7,2 8 5 4
- spare parts and repair 

24 59 5 .5 4materials ' , 

- other materials 1,6 5,9 5 . 5'. 4.
3/ Production services 5,0 15,9 11 12 13
- agriculturalc 2,6 9,6 6 7 8'
-other 2,4 б,3 5 5 5

Input of fixed assets 17,7 30,6 39 23 15

Total external inputs 45,3 131,0 lii 100 100

External inputs by function in the production process

Inputs stimulating growth of 
23 4 82 2 52 63 -69productiond ' '

Inputs substituting laboure. 11,4 30,2 25 23 22

Otherß 10,5 18,8 23. 14 9

alncluding purchased material inputs and services and inputs of fixed
assets measured by depreciation.

Including farm produced inputs/feeds, seeds, manure/.

clncluding veterinarian and mechanization services /delivered by the
agricultural service units/. .

alncluding mineral fertilizers, compound feeds, pesticides, seeds,
breed animals, and use of melioration facilities.
elncluding input or means or mechanization.

flncluding input of buildings.
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Table 5. Inputs of production factors per 1000 zlotys of gross output
in 1960 and 1975 /1971 prices!.

Inputs

1960 1975. 

who 1 e
agri—
cul—
turc

state
indi-- and со—
vidual opera—
farms tive

farms

whole
agri-
си 1—
ture

state
indi— and co—
vidual opera—
farms tive

farms

Productive fixed assets 3490 2970 5140 3570 3090 4520/г 10 tys/ .

г_anpower /days/ 9,1 9,5 ' 6,3 5,5 б,2 2,9
Agricultural land /ha/ 0,13 0,13 0,15 0,08 0,08 0,07

Purchased materials 176 143 . 431 422 33б 671and services /zlotys/

Input of fiXed assets 113 89 188 129 101 182/г 10 tys/
':Cota1 capital inputs 289 232 619 551 437 853/zlotys! .

including:

— inputs stimulating 149 109 348 346 255 583production /zlotys/

inputs substituting 
73 62 155 127 109 181labour /zlotys!

— other /zlotys/ 67 61 116 78 75 89
Total inputs of produc— 1390 1370 1465 1220 1185 1250tun factors /zlotys/ .

Source: Authors' own calculation based on the data of the Central
Statistical Office and Institute of Agricultural Economics,
Warsaw.
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Table б. Changes in unit inputs in selected.. branches of production
in individual farms /in the years 1960.4973/1974/;" and
in state farms /in the years 1961-1962-1972-1973/ in
constant prices

Relative increment of decline calculated for 10 years li ~1

Individual farms State farms

Type of' product material labour total material labour total
inputs inputs inputs inputs inputs inputs

Rye —1 —36 --17 --12 —75 —24

Wheat —6. --39 —21' '-2. -?5 -15

Barley 0 —37 —18 —14 —73 —24

Rapeseed +22 —31 —6 +8 -70 --5
sugar beets +8 —22 -41. +9 —46 --12

Potatoes . -3 —32 . -20 '+3 . —50 . —11

lü 1k +5 -26 -12

Beef cattle +5 -26. —12

Pigs . +13 —20 —1

0 -26.

—16 —43

—11 —47

-5

+6

—15

Source: Authors' own calculations based on the data of the Institute o
Agricultural Economics, Warsaw.
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Table 7. Financing the capital-means in flow to agriculture

1960, 1970 and 1975 /billion zlotys/

Items
At current prices

1960 1970 1975

At 1971 prices

196о 1970 1975

Gross output

Purchased materials and
services

Productive investment

All material goods and
services

- as percentage of gross output

Personal consumption of agri-
culturl populations

as ̀ percentage of gross output

Required personal consumption
in agriculture

Taxes and other payments

Balance of credits

Expenditures on agriculture
from the budgetc

Investment in agriculture
service units

Total financial revenuesd

Total expenditures

114,5

22,4

10,0

28

8?~ ~

72

х

14,4

1,8

12,0

1,3

128,3

130,1

$Including non-productive investment.

183,3 294,5

58,о 111,5

25,7 58,2

8L? 169,7

46 5в

109,; 16в,о 
59 57

125,о 189,о

19,8 28,1;

5,в 9,1

28,8 72,о

8,1 •14,4

217,9 375,6

220,9  280,2

155,в

27,5

12,0

3g 6

25

100,0

64

16,8
2,1

14,0

1,6

171,9

158,0

198,3 237,9

61,3 100,4

23,1 56,4

89 4 1_56, 7

45 66

115,5

58

131,0

20,9
6,1

3о;4

144,3

бо

175,0

26,1

8,5

6б,,9

8,7 14,4

234,6 313,3

234,5 314,5

bCalculated under assumption, that beginning with 1960 per person con-
sumption in agriculture would increase at the same rate as in the rest.
of national economy.

clncluding agriculture service units.

dExcluding own-labour inputs of farmérs in the investment activities
on the farm.




